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Installation instructions for pleated mosquito net for terrace
windows.

Mounting to window frame, screwed version.
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The necessary tools shown in the figure and the screws will be used for
installation. The kit does not contain any screws, because the selection is
customer-specific and depends on the material used for the window joinery.

This pack contains:
 1.Bundle with split grid
 2.Mosquito frame
 3.Masking profile with magnetic tape
 4.Bottom profile
 5. Plugs
 6.The angle brackets with small plugs
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Step I

Turn the frame and angle brackets with an allen wrench, then insert the small
plugs to mask the holes.

 

Step II

Mark the mounting location with the horizontal and vertical. Drill holes and
use surface-specific mounting screws. Then screw on the frame and insert
the plugs.
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Step III

Adhere the lower profile to the ground. If a bolted version lower profile is
selected, screw it onto the ground. The bottom profile must be installed
horizontally. Otherwise, the mosquito net may not function properly.

 

Lower skewed profile version for HS Windows
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Step IV

Unpack the net pack carefully and prepare for installation in the frame. It is
important that the twines are not twisted. The profile has a label with a
description of where it is top and where is bottom.

The direction of closure of the mosquito net from left to right or vice versa is
selected at this step by fitting the grid package accordingly.

First, slide the package into the upper frame, then place it on the lower profile
and click into the side frame, into the black latches inside the frame. Then do
the same on the other side.
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Step V

Your mosquito net is set by the manufacturer to the dimension you ordered.
If you want to increase the tension on the twines or loosen the twines, you
can do so by moving the tension blocks. Note! Too much tension on the
twines can cause damage to the mosquito.

 

Step VI

Check that the mosquito net works correctly by opening and closing several
times.

 

Step VII

The final step is to click on the magnetic tape mask profile.
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Installation instructions for pleated mosquito net for terrace
windows.

Mounting to window frame, adhesive version.
 



This pack contains:

 1.Bundle with split grid
 2.Mosquito frame
 3.Masking profile with magnetic tape
 4.Bottom profile
 5. The angle brackets with small plugs
 6. Wipes with degreaser
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The tools shown in the figure will be required for installation. Note. Applying
mosquito net to the frame must be effected at minimum temperature of
+20ºC.

Degreasing
wipe
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Step I

Turn the frame and angle brackets with an allen wrench, then insert the small
plugs to mask the holes.

 

Step II

Mark the bonding area with a horizontal and a vertical position.

Wash the frame thoroughly and clean the bonding area. Using the wipes
provided, degrease the surface where the mosquito net will be applied. After
degreasing, wait 15 minutes for the cleaning agent to evaporate in 100%.

Remove the protective paper from the adhesive tape and bond the frame
firmly against the window frame.
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Step III

Adhere the lower profile to the ground. If a bolted version lower profile is
selected, screw it onto the ground. The bottom profile must be installed
horizontally. Otherwise, the mosquito net may not function properly.

 

Lower skewed profile version for HS Windows
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Step IV

Unpack the net pack carefully and prepare for installation in the frame. It is
important that the twines are not twisted. The profile has a label with a
description of where it is top and where is bottom.

The direction of closure of the mosquito net from left to right or vice versa is
selected at this step by fitting the grid package accordingly.

First, slide the package into the upper frame, then place it on the lower profile
and click into the side frame, into the black latches inside the frame. Then do
the same on the other side.
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Step V

Your mosquito net is set by the manufacturer to the dimension you ordered.
If you want to increase the tension on the twines or loosen the twines, you
can do so by moving the tension blocks. Note! Too much tension on the
twines can cause damage to the mosquito.

 

Step VI

Check that the mosquito net works correctly by opening and closing several
times.

 

Step VII

The final step is to click on the magnetic tape mask profile.
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Installation instructions for pleated mosquito net for terrace
windows.

Mounting to wall (masonry).
 
 



This pack contains:
 1.Bundle with split grid
 2.Mosquito frame
 3.Masking profile with magnetic tape
 4.Bottom profile
 5. Plugs
 6.The angle brackets with small plugs
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The necessary tools shown in the figure and the mounting bolts ( anchors )
will be used for installation. The kit does not contain any anchors and screws,
because the selection is customer-specific and depends on the material used
for the window joinery.

Degreasing
wipe
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Step I

Turn the frame and angle brackets with an allen wrench, then insert the small
plugs to mask the holes.

 

Step II

Mark the mounting location with the horizontal and vertical. 

Drill holes and use surface-specific mounting bolts (anchors). Then screw on
the frame and insert the plugs.
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Step III

Adhere the lower profile to the ground. If a bolted version lower profile is
selected, screw it onto the ground. The bottom profile must be installed
horizontally. Otherwise, the mosquito net may not function properly.
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Step IV

Unpack the net pack carefully and prepare for installation in the frame. It is
important that the twines are not twisted. The profile has a label with a
description of where it is top and where is bottom.

The direction of closure of the mosquito net from left to right or vice versa is
selected at this step by fitting the grid package accordingly.

First, slide the package into the upper frame, then place it on the lower profile
and click into the side frame, into the black latches inside the frame. Then do
the same on the other side.
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Step V

Your mosquito net is set by the manufacturer to the dimension you ordered.
If you want to increase the tension on the twines or loosen the twines, you
can do so by moving the tension blocks. Note! Too much tension on the
twines can cause damage to the mosquito.

 

Step VI

Check that the mosquito net works correctly by opening and closing several
times.

 

Step VII

The final step is to click on the magnetic tape mask profile.
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Installation instructions for pleated mosquito net for terrace
windows.

Mounting in the window recess.
 
 
 



This pack contains:
 1.Bundle with split grid
 2.Mosquito frame
 3.Masking profile with magnetic tape
 4.Bottom profile
 5.The angle brackets with small plugs
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The necessary tools shown in the figure and the mounting bolts ( anchors )
will be used for installation. The kit does not contain any anchors and screws,
because the selection is customer-specific and depends on the material used
for the window joinery.

Degreasing
wipe
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Step I

Turn the frame and angle brackets with an allen wrench, then insert the small
plugs to mask the holes.

 

Step II

Mark the mounting location with the horizontal and vertical. 

Drill holes and use surface-specific mounting bolts (anchors). Then screw on
the frame and insert the plugs.
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Step III

Adhere the lower profile to the ground. If a bolted version lower profile is
selected, screw it onto the ground. The bottom profile must be installed
horizontally. Otherwise, the mosquito net may not function properly.

 

Lower skewed profile version for HS Windows
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Step IV

Unpack the net pack carefully and prepare for installation in the frame. It is
important that the twines are not twisted. The profile has a label with a
description of where it is top and where is bottom.

The direction of closure of the mosquito net from left to right or vice versa is
selected at this step by fitting the grid package accordingly.

First, slide the package into the upper frame, then place it on the lower profile
and click into the side frame, into the black latches inside the frame. Then do
the same on the other side.
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Step V

Your mosquito net is set by the manufacturer to the dimension you ordered.
If you want to increase the tension on the twines or loosen the twines, you
can do so by moving the tension blocks. Note! Too much tension on the
twines can cause damage to the mosquito.

 

Step VI

Check that the mosquito net works correctly by opening and closing several
times.

 

Step VII

The final step is to click on the magnetic tape mask profile.

 


